








 Cloud based centralized software 
Few years back, restaurateurs who wanted to get the data 

in an extract meaningful information like in the form of 

reports was a difficult and time-consuming challenge. 

Zoomie can provide restaurant owners and managers to 

access restaurant activities, records and backend 

processes, across all store locations, from any device with 

anytime, anywhere. It gives them the information they 

need to make informed decisions about all aspects of their 

business operations and also alerts can be set based on 

predefined triggers. These alerts can notify a manager 

when inventory is running low and needs to be restocked. 

Software can work in online mode as well as offline. 

Customer Relationship Management 
Zoomie can capture and store customer contact information, 

including email and phone numbers, along with their food and drink 

order history. Zoomie already create a robust database of customer 

profiles which will help to maintain a good relationship to the 

customers. The database can serve as the basis for launching 

targeted promotional campaigns and building loyalty and rewards 

programs, the results of which can go a long way toward increasing 

customer loyalty, generating positive word of mouth and 

ultimately, increasing sales revenue. 

Employee Management 
Zoomie make it easy to perform basic tasks like tracking 

employee hours by shift opening and closing time. 

Employee profile can create through Zoomie and already 

create a robust database of customer profiles. 



FEATURES 
Operation Types
Menu and modifiers
Table management
Loyalty card
Advanced reports
Employee management
Mobile App
Contactless Menu card
Kitchen Printer System

Operation Types

Different operation modes in our fully featured restaurant management software are 
1. Dine-In 
2. Take away 
3. Delivery 

Different charges for these three different modes (For eg; Home delivery may be little bit higher than 
Dine in) can assign flexibly through the software and also employees can assign as per the mode of 
operation. In the delivery case we may need to assign a supplier who have the responsibility to take the 
order and take the food from kitchen to delivery boy and the next employee a delivery man also needed 
who is responsible to take the food from restaurant to door steps. But in the case of take away or dine in 
we don't need a delivery boy. Just like that in home delivery or in take away we don't need a table 
allocation. So that according to mode of operation you can perform the needed tasks flexibly through 
zoomie. 

[Dine-In] 
View live table status 
Allocate specific table
to a waiter for serving 

}
}

[Take away ] 

Easy settlement 
Can create customer's profile 
POS system for takeaway can display
the customer's complete order history 

}
}
}

[Delivery ] 

Entering Phone number of previously existing customer
enable to identify customer and displaying all details. 
Option to save location and customer address for future use 

}

}
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